
Sadowsky Outboard Bass Pre a m p
(as reviewed in Bass Player Magazine, March/April 1991)

For more than ten years, bassists from all 

over the world have asked New York luthier

and repairman Roger Sadowsky to install his

preamp in their instruments. Now, there’s a

new way to get that “Sadowsky sound”

with the outboard version of the

preamp. This compact unit meets

the needs of three types of

bassists: (1) those who can’t come

to New York to have a preamp

installed; (2) those who don’t want

to modify a vintage instrument (the

onboard version requires some

routing); and (3) those who want to use the

preamp with more than one bass. Whatever

the case, the Sadowsky preamp virtually

eliminates the signal loss that occurs in the

cord—and it allows effects to be driven more

e ffic i e n t l y.

C O M M E N T S:  I used the preamp between a

’71 Fender Jazz Bass with passive single-coil

pickups and a Peavey MegaBass head with a

4x10 Hartke cabinet, and it was a revelation!

By dialing up a good amount of bass boost and

a touch of treble, I was able to keep the 

Sadowsky Outboard Bass Preamp bite and

growl available only from single-coil pickups

while adding the increased output of an active

bass, creating a thunderous presence that

wasn’t boomy. I also used the preamp

with a new Fender Jazz Bass Plus 5-

string and found that boosting

equal amounts of bass and treble

helped to punch out the low B’s

and E’s. In the bass’s passive

mode, the preamp added high-

and low-end clarity; when I switched

to active, there was noticeably more

warmth and depth. Finally, I tried the

Sadowsky preamp with an ESP 400 Series

bass with EMG active pickups; the unit

enhanced the warmth, whether I was slapping

or playing fingerstyle. The Sadowsky Outboard

Preamp is a well-made, affordable, easy-to-

use unit that can add much to the tone,

presence, and versatility of your bass arsenal.

It can help the sound of almost any instrument,

especially those with single coil passive

pickups, and it’s a must for those “problem”

axes with blurry or overly dark sound.


